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a much more careful selection of technology that advances care 

for the patient, while also contributing to the hospital’s bottom 

line. at The	Mount	sinai	Medical	Center in new York City, a 

new device committee starts with a cost-benefit analysis of the 

value of the technology to the patient. only after that analysis is 

complete does it determine the technology’s potential economic 

impact on the hospital.

There was a time when surgical programs revolved around 

the surgeon. The organizations in this report prove that it 

is possible to create a patient-centered surgical program, 

improve safety, quality, and efficiency, and run a successful 

program from a business standpoint.

The days when surgeons could order the latest piece of surgical 

equipment or the implant of their choosing have been replaced by 
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surgical programs must do a careful assessment of their patients’ 

need for specific services and balance that against the health 

system’s capabilities and the market. That might mean building 

centers of excellence or multidisciplinary programs, expanding 

into new service offerings, or consolidating services and the most 

advanced (and expensive) technology at one location. 

with a 5,600-square-mile service area and 25 oRs in five 

hospitals,	Bassett	Healthcare, based in Cooperstown, nY, aimed 

for safety and consistency by consolidating surgical services. 

“There is a cost for quality—the cost of a piece of equipment. Do 

you replicate it five times or do you ask patients to travel some 

distance?” says Lorraina smith-Zuba, Rn, Bassett’s director of 

perioperative services. 

one common challenge of surgical programs is managing talent—

creating cohesive teams that work well together, focus on the 

patient first and foremost, and communicate effectively. 

To create a safe, efficient, patient-centered surgical program, healthcare 

organizations must focus on changing the typical hierarchical model, 

build teams that work well together, pay attention to physical plant 

requirements, and make careful decisions about service offerings. 

“Crew resource management is really focused on making the 

hierarchy more horizontal. There is a perception that the surgeon 

is the team leader. He or she may be the person to bring the 

patient into the hospital or may be the rainmaker. But I feel a 

sense of comfort when I know that other people in the room know 

what I’m doing and have a granular knowledge of what’s about to 

take place,” says Gary R. Gecelter, MD, chair of the Department of 

surgery at st.	Francis	Hospital in Roslyn, nY. “Immediately prior 

to starting the surgery, I point to the person who is least familiar 

with me and say, ‘If you see anything that looks vaguely unsafe, 

I expect you to speak up.’ and that gives people the sense that 

there is a shared responsibility to honestly speak up. It’s all very 

well checking off a box to say that the timeout safety statement 

was made—the statement must be conveyed with sincerity.”

Incivility in the oR can no longer be tolerated—and the days 

of those rainmakers getting a “pass” for their bad behavior are 

over. The organizations in this report have all worked to create a 
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of their patients through our operating rooms and interventional 

areas in that building,” says Catherine Giegerich, Rn, vice 

president of operations at The	Methodist	Hospital	system in 

Houston. “It wasn’t until we engaged our clinicians very early on 

in that process that we were able to clearly identify some very 

serious mistakes we were about to make. we were able to pause 

early enough so that now what we have is a fully functioning 

building that they’re absolutely delighted with.”

Conclusion
To create a safe, efficient, patient-centered surgical program that 

has a positive impact on the bottom line, healthcare organizations 

must focus on changing the paradigm of surgeon as God, build 

teams that work collaboratively and communicate well, pay 

close attention to physical plant requirements, and make careful 

decisions about service offerings based on local and regional 

market conditions and patient populations. 
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culture where any member of the team can speak up without fear 

of repercussion. without all of these crucial ingredients, patient 

safety is at risk. 

“any organization that gives a surgeon a pass for imperfect 

behavior is short-sighted. But there are practical levels of activity 

for hospitals and we all need to maintain our high-volume 

providers,” says Michael L. Marin, MD, chair of the Department 

of surgery at Mount sinai. “If there is a physician who is having 

difficulties, there are things you can do that will result in a return 

to more favorable activity. It’s not just about coaching them 

or sending them to anger management but about providing 

resources that eliminate the responses to the behavior, such as 

when there’s a delay to get their patient up to the operating room 

and they’re responding unfavorably toward the staff. well, maybe 

there’s a process improvement opportunity that eliminates that 

frustration and that behavior. The more important a physician is 

to your organization, the more focused you need to be on those 

processes.”

Designing physical spaces is another important consideration for 

any surgical program. Trends such as hybrid oRs and integrated 

interventional units, along with the logistics of purchasing and 

placing advancing technology, are major considerations. 

“when we worked on the flow of a new outpatient building, one 

of the key success factors was engaging not just our surgeons but 

many of our physicians very early in the process to look at the flow 

“Crew resource management is really 
focused on making the hierarchy  

more horizontal.”
Gary R. Gecelter, MD, department of surgery chair,  

St. Francis Hospital, Roslyn, NY
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